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Abstract
Background: Robotic C-arm cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT) scan-
ners provide fast in-room imaging in radiotherapy.Their mobility extends beyond
performing a gantry rotation, but they might encounter obstructions to their
motion which limit the gantry angle range. The axial field-of -view (FOV) of a
reconstructed CBCT image depends on the acquisition geometry. When imag-
ing a large anatomical location, such as the thorax, abdomen, or pelvis, a
centered cone beam might be insufficient to acquire untruncated projection
images. Some CBCT scanners can laterally displace their detector and colli-
mate the beam to increase the FOV, but the gantry must then perform a 360◦

rotation to provide complete data for reconstruction.
Purpose: To extend the FOV of a CBCT image with a single short scan (gantry
angle range of 180◦+ fan angle) using two complementary short scans.
Methods: We defined an acquisition protocol using two short scans during
which the source follows the same trajectory and where the detector has equal
and opposite tilt and/or offset between the two scans, which we refer to as com-
plementary scans.We created virtual acquisitions using a Monte Carlo simulator
on a digital anthropomorphic phantom and on a computed tomography (CT)
scan of a patient abdomen.For our proposed method,each simulation produced
two complementary sets of projections, which were weighted for redundancies
and used to reconstruct one CBCT image. We compared the resulting images
to the ground truth phantoms and simulations of conventional scans.
Results: Reconstruction artifacts were slightly more prominent in the comple-
mentary scans w.r.t. a complete scan with untruncated projections but matched
those in a single short scan without truncation. When analyzing reconstructed
scans from simulated projections with scatter and corrected with prior CT infor-
mation,we found a global agreement between complementary and conventional
scan approaches.
Conclusions: When dealing with a limited range of motion of the gantry of a
CBCT scanner, two complementary short scans are a technically valid alterna-
tive to a full 360◦ scan with equal FOV. This approach enables FOV extension
without collisions or hardware upgrades.
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2 DOUBLE SCAN CBCT RECONSTRUCTION

1 INTRODUCTION

Cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT) is a com-
mon three-dimensional radiographic imaging option for
image-guided radiotherapy (IGRT). Integrated as an on-
board treatment unit imager or as a stand-alone in-room
solution, CBCT provides soft tissue imaging for daily
treatment verification without the burden of a diagnos-
tic computer tomography (CT) scanner.Often configured
as an isocentric imaging system, the simplicity and
small footprint of the hardware have enabled a variety
of CBCT solutions,1 including remote C-arm imaging,2

couch-mounted3 and nozzle-mounted4 alternatives.
In such compact systems, a common concern is the

field of view (FOV) size in the axial plane for imaging
wide patient’s sites, for example, thorax, abdomen, or
pelvis.Given appropriate hardware – namely:adjustable
collimator, wide cone angle x-ray tube, and movable flat
panel detector – the CBCT FOV can be extended with a
full circular scan (i.e., 360◦ source rotation) by laterally
displacing the detector from the conventional position
where the source-to-center line hits the detector at its
center.5,6 Such displaced detector (DD) acquisition is
often referred to as half fan (Figure 1,right panel) in con-
trast to the conventional centered detector one, called
full fan (FF).

Previous works suggested that multiple scans could
also be combined to virtually increase the system’s lat-
eral angle7 or achieve sufficient data for short (less
than 360◦) scan8 reconstruction.9 A case study of
FOV extension in a limited range of motion10 is the
robotic CBCT scanner currently in use at the CNAO
(Figure 2). This scanner offers a displaced center of
rotation (DCoR) geometry11 by decoupling the robotic

F IGURE 2 Robotic CBCT scanner inside CNAO central room.
The sixth joint mounts the custom C-arm, which supports the x-ray
tube plus fixed collimator assembly, aligned to the detector. CBCT,
cone-beam computed tomography.

end-effector (tooltip T) from the imaging isocenter I. The
acquisition geometry is depicted on the left-hand side
of Figure 1 and can be used to acquire two comple-
mentary short scans as illustrated in the left panel of
Figure 3. The x-ray source visits the same short scan
arc of trajectory twice with opposite detector tilt angles
(𝜏1 and 𝜏2), that is, the angle between the flat panel
orthogonal and the source to center of rotation line. The
approach was named complementary displaced centers
of rotation (C-DCoR) acquisition due to the complemen-
tarity of projection data from both rotations necessary
for the reconstruction. A CBCT image with sufficient
FOV provides complete anatomical information to the

F IGURE 1 The two proposed acquisition geometries to enlarge the FOV. Left: DCoR geometry in plane z = 0. The detector and source S
are bound together as in the conventional FF geometry while S travels the circle with radius RS. The detector is tilted by an angle 𝜏 and the
tooltip T travels at a constant distance RT from I. Right: DD circular geometry in plane z = 0. Both the source and the detector revolve around I,
the first at a radius equal to the STD and the second on a radius equal to SDD − STD (where SDD is the source-detector distance). The
detector is untilted (i.e. orthogonal to the source-to-isocenter line) so that RT = 0 and I = T but has been offset in the positive u direction. DCoR,
displaced center of rotation; DD, displaced detector; FF, full fan; FOV, field-of -view; STD, source-to-tooltip distances.
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DOUBLE SCAN CBCT RECONSTRUCTION 3

F IGURE 3 Left: C-DCoR scans with 𝜏1 = −𝜏2 and 𝛽2 = 𝛽1 − 2𝜏1 such that the source is at the same position S(𝜏1, 𝛽1, 0) = S(𝜏2, 𝛽2, 0) in
the two arcs. Right: C-DD scans with gantry angle 𝛽2 = 𝛽1 since the source follows S(0, 𝛽1, 0) = S(0, 𝛽2, 0) in the two arcs. No tilt is applied but
there is a detector offset uC1

= −uC2
. C-DCoR, complementary displaced centers of rotation; C-DD, complementary displaced detector.

clinician moments before treatment delivery, used for
patient position verification and adaptive radiotherapy.12

Any scanner with a limited range of motion, regardless
of tilting or detector offset capability, could benefit from
a FOV extension strategy using complementary scans.
Recently, some authors presented a similar strategy
tailored to the Imaging Ring system,13 further highlight-
ing the interest in this type of acquisition protocols.
The current work exploits a couple of short scans8

to obtain the same FOV as a complete 360◦ DCoR
or DD scan would produce. Our aim is to derive and
evaluate a filtered-backprojection reconstruction algo-
rithm for this geometry and Complementary Displaced
Detector (C-DD) strategies, that is, when the detector
is not tilted but offset laterally (Figures 1 and 3, right
panels). Cone beam imaging is particularly prone to
artifacts due to scatter radiation, significantly reducing
image quality, whose extent and severity are a func-
tion of the acquisition geometry. Therefore, full scans
and complementary short scans acquisitions were sim-
ulated using Monte Carlo to study the effect of scatter
and beam hardening in the proposed methods using
a computational Forbild thorax phantom and a patient
CT image of an abdomen. Image quality was evalu-
ated after applying state-of -the-art scatter and beam
hardening correction methods.

2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 Circular trajectory scan

The geometry of the CBCT scanner is presented in
Figure 1 in the central plane z = 0 of the trajectory of
the source S. The source rotates around the isocenter

I, which is the center of the coordinate system. We note
𝛽 the gantry angle between the y-axis and the source-
to-detector line (), perpendicular to the detector. The
transaxial detector coordinate is u such that u = 0 where
 intersects the detector. The position of the detector
can be adjusted in the u direction but is fixed during
a scan arc. We note uC the coordinate of the detec-
tor center. In addition, we define the detector tilt angle
𝜏 between the source-to-isocenter line and . The two
angles 𝛽 and 𝜏 are positive in the counter-clockwise
direction. For every analyzed strategy, the source point
follows a circular trajectory, centered on I with a radius
RS, such that the source is at S(𝜏, 𝛽) = RS eS with the
unit vector eS = (− sin(𝛽 − 𝜏), cos(𝛽 − 𝜏), 0). Since the
setup is a robotic CBCT, we define the tooltip point T as
a construction-defined point w.r.t. the C-arm correspond-
ing to the robotic end-effector. The source-to-detector
(SDD) and the source-to-tooltip distances (STD) are
fixed by the C-arm design. The tooltip also follows a cir-

cle of center I and radius RT =

√
R2

S − STD2 such that
T(𝛽) = RT (cos 𝛽, sin 𝛽, 0).

We define three geometries:

1. FF geometry: when 𝜏 = 0, RS = STD and uC = 0,
which is the conventional circular cone-beam geom-
etry (not shown in Figure 1).

2. DCoR geometry:when 𝜏 ≠ 0,RS =

√
STD2

+ R2
T and

uC = 0 (Figure 1 left).
3. DD geometry: when 𝜏 = 0, RS = STD and uC ≠ 0

(Figure 1 right).

We note 𝛼 = arctan(NuΔu∕(2 SDD)) the angle
between the SDD line  and the ray at the detec-
tor edge, with Nu the number of pixels of the detector
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4 DOUBLE SCAN CBCT RECONSTRUCTION

in the transaxial direction and Δu their spacing. We note
𝛼u the angle between the ray impinging on the detector
pixel at coordinate (u, 0) and the source-to-isocenter
line, given by

𝛼u = 𝜏 + arctan
( u

SDD

)
, (1)

where u ∈ [uL, uR], uL = uC − NuΔu∕2, uR = uC +

NuΔu∕2, and 𝛼u ∈ [𝛼L,𝛼R] is the associated angle. If
𝛼L and 𝛼R have opposite signs, the source-to-isocenter
line hits the detector and the proposed strategies could
achieve exact reconstruction in the central slice of the
FOV with radius RFOV = RS sin(max(|𝛼L|, |𝛼R|)).
2.2 Reconstruction

Let g be the set of cone-beam projections acquired by
one of the FF, DD or DCoR geometries and modeled by
the line integral

g𝜏(𝛽, u, v) = ∫ f (S(𝜏, 𝛽) + l r𝜏,𝛽,u,v)dl, (2)

where

r𝜏,𝛽,u,v =
(RT + u) eu + v ev + (SDD − STD) ew‖(RT + u) eu + v ev + (SDD − STD) ew‖ (3)

is the unit vector pointing from the source S
to the (u,v) position on the detector. The unit
vectors eu = (cos 𝛽, sin 𝛽, 0), ev = (0, 0, 1), and
ew = (sin 𝛽,− cos 𝛽, 0) define a coordinate system
oriented by the detector. Recalling that Tuy’s condition
for exact reconstruction14 is respected only in the
source plane z = 0, we employ the approximate 3D
reconstruction formula of Rit et al.15 based on FDK’s
algorithm16 to find the unknown target density f (x)

f (x) ≃ g(x) =
1
2 ∫

2𝜋

0

1
U2 ∫

ℝ

cos𝛼u
RS

SDD
g𝜏(𝛽, u, v∗)

×h(u∗ − u)dud𝛽 (4)

with the magnification factor

U =
STD + x ⋅ ew

SDD
(5)

and the ramp filter

h(u) = ∫ |ku|exp (2𝜋iu)kudku. (6)

2.2.1 Short scan weights

A common practice in the FF case is to acquire a short
scan of 𝜋 + 2𝛼R and to use Parker pre-reconstruction

F IGURE 4 Short scan weights map describing two redundancy
zones of the projections. The shaded parts are measured twice while
the central part is measured once. A smoothing function for the
shaded areas is adapted from Parker’s one.8.

weights8

wP(𝛽, u, v) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩

sin2
(
𝜋

4
𝛽

𝛼R − 𝛼u

)
if0 ≤ 𝛽 ≤ 2𝛼R − 2𝛼u,

sin2
(
𝜋

4
𝜋 + 2𝛼R − 𝛽

𝛼R + 𝛼u

)
if𝜋 − 2𝛼u ≤ 𝛽 ≤ 𝜋 + 2𝛼R,

1 otherwise.

(7)
Weights and notation were adapted to our geome-

try, and a representation of a short scan redundancy
map is provided in Figure 4. We apply Equation (4)
f ≃ {wPg} (with the range of the first integral set to
𝛽 ∈ [0,𝜋 + 2𝛼R]).

2.2.2 DD weights

When dealing with any DD,regardless of the scan range,
we followed the approach of refs. [5, 6] to handle the
redundancies caused by the detector offset.We multiply
the projections with weights

wD(𝛽, u, v) =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
1
2

(
sign(𝛼L + 𝛼R) sin

(𝜋𝛼u

2𝜃

)
+ 1

)
if |𝛼u| < 𝜃,

1 otherwise,

(8)
where 𝜃 = min(−𝛼L,𝛼R) coincides with the limit of the
redundant part of the detector, as shown in Figure 5.
To reconstruct complete scans with DD, we use f ≃
{wDg}.
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DOUBLE SCAN CBCT RECONSTRUCTION 5

F IGURE 5 Displaced detector weights map describing two
redundancy zones of the projections. The internal part is measured
twice, while the external one is measured once. We show here the
case of a positive displacement where 𝛼R > |𝛼L| and 𝜃 = −𝛼L.

F IGURE 6 Redundancy weights map resulting from the
multiplication of the short scan and displaced detector weights maps,
when the offset is positive. The projections part from −𝛼R to −𝜃 is
measured by the complementary scan and weighted by a similar map
obtained by rotating this one by 𝜋 around the center (0,𝜋∕2 + 𝛼R).

2.2.3 Complementary scans

If two complementary short scans with mirrored offsets
are acquired, all the ray line integrals of a single FF
scan are acquired, and one can reconstruct the same
image as a single FF short scan if the redundancies

TABLE 1 Parameters for the simulations.

FF FF212◦ DD C-DCoR C-DD

SDD (mm) 1600 1600 1600 1600 1600

STD (mm) 1102.91 1102.91 1102.91 1100 1102.91

FOV (mm) 403 403 366 363 366

Nu (pix) 1536 1536 768 768 768

Nv (pix) 1024 1024 1024 1024 1024

Δu=Δv (mm/pix) 0.388 0.388 0.388 0.388 0.388

𝛼 (◦) 10.55 10.55 5.32 5.32 5.32

𝜏1 (◦) 0 0 0 4.159 0

RT (mm) 0 0 0 80 0

uC1 (mm) 0 0 120 0 120

RS (mm) 1102.91 1102.91 1102.91 1102.91 1102.91

Note: DD and C-DD have the same SDD but STD = 1102.91 mm to achieve a
source trajectory identical to that of DCoR for comparison purposes.
Abbreviations: C-DCoR, complementary displaced centers of rotation; C-DD,
complementary displaced detector; DD, displaced detector; FF, full fan, FOV,
field-of -view; SDD, source-to-detector; STD, source-to-tooltip distances.

F IGURE 7 ROIs extracted from the CT. Red, blue, green, and
yellow are liver, fat, muscle, and bone marrow respectively. CT,
computed tomography.

are accounted for by appropriate weights. We then have
𝜏1 = −𝜏2 to enforce the same source trajectory during
the two arcs, that is, S(𝜏1, 𝛽) = S(𝜏2, 𝛽 − 2𝜏1), as shown
in Figure 3. The acquired projection datasets g1(𝛽, u, v)
and g2(𝛽, u, v) are weighted and reconstructed sepa-
rately. Figure 6 depicts the final redundancy map for g1.
This comes down to reconstructing f ≃ {wP1

wD1
g1} +

{wP2
wD2

g2} where 𝛽 takes values in two ranges, both
spanning 𝜋 + 2 max(−𝛼L,𝛼R) with an offset of 2𝜏1 in
each scan to cover the same source trajectory in each
short scan. Note that the two sinograms g1 and g2
require both short scan weights from Equation (7) and
DD weights from Equation (8).
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6 DOUBLE SCAN CBCT RECONSTRUCTION

F IGURE 8 Primary-only results for the Forbild thorax phantom. The window/level is 1200/0 HU.

2.3 Simulations

We produced primary (PMC) and scatter (SMC) x-ray
images using MC simulations based on the approach
of ref. [17] for several acquisition geometries using a dig-
ital Forbild thorax phantom and the CT of a pancreatic
patient extracted from The Cancer Imaging Archive.18 All
MC simulations were achieved using GATE v9.2 (based
on Geant4 v11).19 The simulations used fixed forced
detection, a variance reduction technique to limit the
computation time. The energy-dependent efficiency of
the detector was that of the Varian Paxscan 4030D,
computed from knowledge of the detector design pro-
vided by the manufacturer. The x-ray fluence spectrum
was computed by the open-source software SpekPy20

at 90 kVp with 3.2 mm Al filtration. The tube, a Varian
A-277, features a 7◦ rhenium-tungsten molybdenum tar-

get. We ran one MC simulation per phantom for each
analyzed acquisition strategy, each one with a detec-
tor with isometric pixel spacing Δu = Δv = 0.388 mm
and size Nu × Nv = 768 × 1024 pixels,except for FF and
FF212◦ which had a doubled size Nu = 1536 pixels to
depict a hardware upgrade scenario with a hypothetical
detector. All parameters are reported in Table 1.

For FF and DD,each phantom was projected onto 460
discrete projections in a 360◦ gantry arc. For C-DD and
C-DCoR, the two arcs were of 212◦ for a total of 920
primary projections. Finally, the FF212◦ acquisition was
simulated onto the same short scan arc as the com-
plementary strategies, for a total of 460 projections. To
accelerate the photon transport calculation, scatter was
simulated at a downsampled resolution (eight times),
with an angular spacing Δ𝛽 = 5◦ and a statistical uncer-
tainty< 5%.After the simulation, the scatter images were
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DOUBLE SCAN CBCT RECONSTRUCTION 7

F IGURE 9 Primary-only results for the patient-derived CBCT. The window/level is 1200/0 HU. CBCT, cone-beam computed tomography.

adequately upsampled and their intensity rescaled to
match the simulation of primary projections.

2.4 Pre-processing and reconstruction

Two projection datasets were produced from each
simulation. First, primary projections were scaled to
attenuation using the following

gP = − ln
(

IP
I0

)
, (9)

where I0 represents the flat field image – without
attenuating object – generated by our simulation. The
projections were corrected for beam hardening using a
polynomial approach:

g̃P = a gP + b g2
P + c g3

P . (10)

TABLE 2 Global MAE and insert ME in primary images w.r.t.
ground truth images.

FF FF212◦ DD C-DCoR C-DD

Forbild MAE (HU) 44 51 46 52 51

ME - Bone (HU) −27 −33 −25 −30 −31

Patient MAE (HU) 23 29 28 31 31

ME - Bone (HU) −74 −3 −59 1 17

ME - Bone marrow (HU) 35 33 34 37 35

ME - Fat (HU) −17 −1 28 36 35

ME - Muscle (HU) 1 32 89 35 35

ME - Liver (HU) −8 −8 −7 −4 −4

Note: The error was extracted inside the FOV of the C-DCoR reconstruc-
tion, which is the smaller of the set, excluding all air and objects outside the
skin perimeter.
Abbreviations: C-DCoR, complementary displaced centers of rotation; C-DD,
complementary displaced detector; DD, displaced detector; FF, full fan, FOV,
field-of -view; MAE, mean absolute error, ME, mean error.
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8 DOUBLE SCAN CBCT RECONSTRUCTION

F IGURE 10 Primary-only difference maps for views in Figure 8. The window/level is 900/0 HU. Note the pattern for FF212◦, C-DCoR and
C-DD sagittals, related to the short scan acquisition.C-DCoR, complementary displaced centers of rotation; C-DD, complementary displaced
detector.

We found values of a, b, c = [42.588, 0.534,−0.011]
by fitting the average attenuation in water given by our
spectrum and the corresponding crossed path lengths
from 1 to 1000 mm. We then applied the approach
of Joseph and Spital for bone-specific beam harden-
ing correction.21 The second projection dataset is made
of scatter-corrupted projections obtained by adding the
scatter contribution IS:

gMC = − ln
(

IP + IS
I0

)
. (11)

For scatter correction, we applied the projection
domain scatter correction pipeline based on prior CT
information described by several works,22–24 follow-
ing closely the implementation of Zöllner et al. In
brief, the method requires the forward projection of the

TABLE 3 Global error of primary plus scatter images w.r.t.
ground truth images.

FF FF212◦ DD C-DCoR C-DD

Forbild MAE (HU) 23 37 28 37 37

ME - Bone (HU) −51 −54 −54 −56 −55

Patient MAE (HU) 14 19 24 29 28

ME - Bone (HU) −31 −16 −29 −22 26

ME - Bone marrow (HU) 3 0 2 7 7

ME - Fat (HU) 18 21 64 73 71

ME - Muscle (HU) 6 31 98 39 39

ME - Liver (HU) 8 3 7 12 12

Note: The error was extracted inside the FOV of the C-DCoR reconstruction,
which is the smaller of the set, excluding air outside the skin perimeter.
Abbreviations: C-DCoR, complementary displaced centers of rotation; C-DD,
complementary displaced detector; DD, displaced detector; FF, full fan, FOV,
field-of -view; MAE, mean absolute error, ME, mean error.
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DOUBLE SCAN CBCT RECONSTRUCTION 9

F IGURE 11 Primary-only difference maps for views in Figure 9. The window/level is 900/0 HU.

planning CT into CBCT projections for an estimation of
IP from the projections, requiring the CT to be scaled
to CBCT attenuation and for the generated Digitally
Reconstructed Radiography (DRR) to be converted in
into the intensity of the acquired projections. Each DRR
derived is then subtracted from the corresponding CBCT
projection to obtain the scatter contribution. The latter is
smoothed and subtracted from the projection to elim-
inate only the low-frequency components, that is, the
actual scatter, while preserving high frequency compo-
nents of the primary part IP.Note that Niu et al.and Park
et al.22,23 both reference the capability of this method
to correct for beam hardening, which would interfere
with Joseph and Spital method. Therefore, we did not
apply the bone-specific beam-hardening correction to
this dataset, and only used the polynomial approach
from Equation (10). Each projection dataset was recon-

structed with RTK25 and having applied Equation (10) in
the projection domain, f (x) values obtained from Equa-
tion (4) are normalized so that 𝜇water = 1 and scaled to
HU by applying:

CT# = f (x) ∗ 1000 − 1000 (12)

and the FOV was masked out in the resulting
CBCT images.

2.5 Evaluation

Images were evaluated qualitatively by plotting residual
differences on central slices. Reconstruction precision
and accuracy were reported in terms of global mean
absolute error (MAE) and tissue-specific mean error
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10 DOUBLE SCAN CBCT RECONSTRUCTION

F IGURE 12 Primary-plus-scatter results. The window/level is 1200/0 HU.

(ME) against the original CT image. External air and the
carbon couch were excluded from the metrics calcula-
tions. For all images, we used a binary mask to select
bone values above 920 HU. In the case of the patient
data, four additional ROIs of 10 mm × 10 mm × 10 mm
have been extracted in correspondence of fat, muscle,
liver, and bone marrow tissues (see Figure 7).

3 RESULTS

3.1 Simulations without scatter

Figures 8 and 9 show CBCT images reconstructed from
primary projections gP while Figures 10 and 11 their
difference with the ground truth images. The effect of
data incompleteness is visible in the sagittal and coronal
difference maps with streaks tangential to anatomical

structures whose intensity increases with the distance
to the central slice. Notably, these artifacts are espe-
cially visible in the coronal view of the 360◦ DD scan. In
the case of the Forbild thorax, the top and bottom parts
of the sagittal slices for complementary and FF212◦

images show an artifact unique to these scans and
correlated to the elliptical air volumes representing the
lungs in the phantom. This is supported by both the
shape of such an artifact and its absence in the patient
case (Figures 9 and 11) which presents smaller air gaps.
The artifact could stem from the combination of incom-
plete CBCT data14 and short scan acquisitions. Patient
data in Figures 9 and 11 show inconsistencies at the
boundaries between soft tissues and lungs in every scan
except the complete FF, with separate patterns on the
coronal views of the 360◦ DD scan and the comple-
mentary ones, also replicated in corresponding FF212◦.
The MAE trend is consistent between complementary
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DOUBLE SCAN CBCT RECONSTRUCTION 11

F IGURE 13 Primary-plus-scatter results. The window/level is 1200/0 HU.

and complete datasets (Table 2), where the FF scan is
overall the most consistent. The fat and muscle ME in
the patient data show similar behavior, except for the
DD scans. The latter is influenced by the position of the
muscle ROI and the artifact previously described (refer
to Figure 7 for ROI positions). The bone ME deviations
are limited thanks to the beam hardening correction for
bones. Medium-density tissues (liver and bone marrow)
have similar deviations across geometries.

3.2 Primary plus scatter images

CBCT images reconstructed (Figures 12 and 13) from
projections with scatter gMC display errors due to data
incompleteness plus a slight blurring, as shown in the
axial and sagittal views of the complementary and
FF212◦ scans. Residual beam hardening effects are

decreased overall. Artifacts in the sagittal and coronal
views (Figures 13 and 14) of the patient data are still
prominent and similar to the pattern described in Sec-
tion 3.1. Notably, interstitial soft tissues near the spine
now have lower values w.r.t. the ground truth for all
scanning strategies. This is probably due to the scatter
correction applied. Global MAE trend in the tabulated
data (Table 3) highlights FF as the best among the ana-
lyzed strategies, with DD following. The MAE increase
of the complementary strategies remains under 16 HU
over the FF in the worst case. Comparable MAE (under
11 HU difference) is found between complementary and
FF212◦ scans. Notably, the global MAE for the Forbild
phantom is improved w.r.t. to the scatter-less simulations,
while it is roughly the same in the patient data case.This
is probably due to the effect of blurring over a complex
patient anatomy w.r.t. to the phantom uniform inserts.FF
achieves better ME results. In the case of fat, a slight
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12 DOUBLE SCAN CBCT RECONSTRUCTION

F IGURE 14 Primary-plus-scatter difference maps against CT ground truth for views in Figure 13. Axial view highlights how scatter has
been completely removed and residuals about the organs have been lowered w.r.t. 11 The window/level is 900/0 HU. CT, computed tomography.

FOV truncation might negatively influence other scan-
ning geometries. Notably, muscle ME in the DD scan
is significantly higher (∼ 100 HU), as was the case for
primary-only images (Section 3.1).

4 DISCUSSION

An axial CBCT FOV extension strategy for DD using
a couple of short scans has been proposed. Such a
method can be used when the detector is tilted, laterally
displaced, or a mix of these conditions. Our approach is
compatible with on-board imagers mounted onto gantry
units with a reduced angular range, provided that it is
possible to either offset the detector and collimate the
beam onto it or introduce a constant offset to the source-
detector bundle during rotation. Previous works have
provided sinogram completion strategies to enable the

use of repurposed C-arm instrumentation.9 With the
growing need for in-room imaging instrumentation, this
class of methods will increase the availability of tai-
lored CBCT scanners for diverse applications. Already,
the interest for FOV extension in less than 360◦ scan-
ning range has surfaced on a mobile O-arm CBCT
scanner.13 For IGRT, a large FOV is required for reli-
able in-room dose map recalculation, which would not
be possible with a truncated CBCT. Complementary
scanning may be easily implemented as an optional
acquisition strategy in various in-room IGRT CBCT
scanners, for example, at the CNAO, as it does not
require additional hardware or a complete source
revolution.

We analyzed potential downsides to image quality
with Monte Carlo simulations on two different phantoms.
In primary-only images, some artifacts show patterns
that are influenced by the short scan approach and
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DOUBLE SCAN CBCT RECONSTRUCTION 13

F IGURE 15 Primary-plus-scatter difference maps against CT ground truth for views in Figure 12. Axial view shows how diffused error
about the lung tissue, visible in Figure 10, has been removed by the prior CT scatter correction method. The window/level is 900/0 HU. CT,
computed tomography.

not tied to the interdependence of the complementary
scans,as shown by comparing corresponding data from
Subsections 3.1 and 3.2 against FF complete and 220◦

short scans. Globally, complementary approaches (C-
DCoR and C-DD) have lower performance (up to 12 HU
higher MAE in the worst case) against complete DD and
the untruncated FF complete scan (up to 20 HU higher
MAE).We also computed the ME on various tissues find-
ing the complete FF scan to be the best overall, with
little evidence supporting DD superiority over C-DCoR
and C-DD. In all configurations, there are missing data
for exact cone-beam reconstruction except in the source
trajectory plane according to Tuy’s condition14 which
explains the residual artifacts in Figures 8–15. The level
of incompleteness depends on the scan geometry and
its impact on the CBCT image quality will also depend
on the scanned object.

The prior CT projection-domain scatter correction
method on the scattered simulations replicates what a
realistic scanner would achieve by accounting for both
beam hardening and scatter correction. Globally, com-
plementary approaches (C-DCoR and C-DD) have a
slightly lower performance (up to 9 HU higher MAE in
the worst case) against complete scan counterpart (DD)
and the untruncated FF complete scan (up to 10 HU
higher MAE). Finally, the ME analysis on these images
resembled the one on the primary images.We recognize
that the chosen scatter correction method using prior
information heavily relies on the absence of anatomical
variations between CT and CBCT scans, possibly intro-
ducing an error-prone deformable image registration
step.However,given the results in controlled simulations,
we argue that other scatter and beam hardening correc-
tion methods currently applied to non-complementary
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14 DOUBLE SCAN CBCT RECONSTRUCTION

displaced detector scans should perform equivalently on
C-DD or C-DCoR scans in a real-world scenario.

5 CONCLUSION

We have introduced a general formulation for comple-
mentary short scans in CBCT imaging. The method can
be implemented in any partial gantry or collision-prone
on-board imager. A CBCT scan with sufficient FOV
enables dosimetric evaluations in the pre-delivery stage
of the radiotherapy workflow. Accuracy is mandatory for
using such a CBCT image and the image quality of the
proposed methods was similar to the short scan acquisi-
tion without lateral truncation. Therefore, this method is
a valid alternative to state-of -the-art solutions for CBCT
FOV extension.
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